LIFE SCIENCE PhD dissertation talks Part II: Dissertation Defense Cycle XXXIV (CV_S_112)

The session can be followed on site at the Complesso Monumentale San Giovanni, Catanzaro
June, 30th 2022 at 10:00 (CET)

* Dott.ssa CORICELLO Adriana (Tutor Prof. Alcaro)
   Natural products in drug discovery. In silico approaches for the detection of new hits against unexplored molecular targets.

Dott. FILICE Gioberto (Tutor Prof. Gratteri)
Development of strategies for conditioning snail slime for medical/pharmaceutical purposes by selective feeding

Dott.ssa GIULIANO Elena (Tutor Prof. Cosco)
Poloxamer- and poloxamine-based multifunctional hydrogels as advanced drug delivery systems

Dott.ssa PASSACATINI Lucia Carmela (Tutor Prof. Kärre)
The innate arm of immunity: NK cells from basic biology to tumor immunology

Dott. RUGA Stefano (Tutor Prof. Mollace)
Effects of natural antioxidants on extrahepatic alterations in MAFLD: insight into brain structure and metabolism

Dott.ssa TAMBURI Federica (Tutor Prof. Ragusa)
Evaluation of alternative treatments for high-risk basal cell carcinomas: efficacy and safety of combined super-pulsed CO2 and dye-laser treatment

* Eligible of the Paul Ehrlich Euro-PhD Label

The Life Science PhD students of the XXXIV cycle arrive to the end of the journey. The discussion will be held in public audience and by Google Meet. A formal Commission officially established by a rectoral document will evaluate all candidates.